Discovering Self-Service Beyond Support:
Best Practices for Customer Engagement
Through Product and Help Content
We’ve analyzed over 26 trillion discrete behavioral units of anonymous user data
from our customers around the self-service habits of help content consumers.
The behaviors include the way consumers search, navigate, and interact with
self-service content.
Our customers have anecdotally reported the value of using self-service beyond
a support function. The results of our analysis speak to the efficacy of self-service as a vital component of customer engagement Overall, companies are
reporting their organic web traffic increasing 100%, customer time on site
tripling, and the bounce rate decreasing by nearly 50%. We understand these
changes to be positive for the consumer, which is supported by the fact that our
customers are seeing a 20 point increase in Net Promoter Score.
Some of our customers have gone on to become billion dollar companies, and
MindTouch has helped them scale alongside their exponential growth. Before
conceptualizing our latest product release, we set out to understand what our
most successful customers are doing with their MindTouch deployments.
Through interviews and data science, we sought to understand the effects of
self-service on the customer journey. We have taken what we’ve learned and
incorporated that into our newest release, MindTouch Responsive, to ensure all
of our customers see similar results out-of-the-box.
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Key Findings
Strategic Content for Buyers
& Customers

The Need for Mobile
Responsive

The most consistent finding was that the
product and help content companies put into
MindTouch became strategic beyond support. Companies like Avalara and Zuora are
reporting the use of authoritative content
throughout the sales cycle to drive opportunities to close.

Our customers are also noting an increasing
shift towards mobile usage of documentation.
Consumers are increasingly employing mobile
to inform their purchasing decisions all the way
up to the moment of transaction, as well as to
quickly discover support content.

Visits to MindTouch help sites commonly
make up 30%-50% of Company web traffic.
Software companies like Code42, DudaMobile and Avalara report roughly 40%, 50%
and 30% respectively while Remington
shows 55% of their overall website traffic is
powered by help content via MindTouch.
One of the most dramatic shifts in consumer
behavior has been the way they discover
information. Buyers and customers are
increasingly finding MindTouch sites through
Google. They anecdotally cite the ability to
IDG Global Survey
find detailed product and help information on MindTouch customers and consumers have supported
Google as a key differentiator in their decithis IDG study with MindTouch content consumption
analytics, CRM data, and anecdotally.
sion making.
(Via Search Engine Watch)

As companies create content in MindTouch,
they’re able to engage the customer through
Google search by returning highly relevant
content. Even branded, longtail searches that
often fail to deliver results are driving organic
traffic to these companies’ sites. These long
tail web searches specific to the product
categories features and function made up a
significant portion of the traffic driven to their
sites.

Due to the constraints of mobile, structuring
product and help documentation into
micro-content for microtransactions—small,
effortless exchanges of information or goods—
helps facilitate conversions in retail and online.
Consumers are using this micro-content to
validate in store and during off-business hours,
when consumers often do product research on
mobile devices according to research from
IDG.
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Key Findings

Year-over-year, our customers found that
mobile traffic to their MindTouch sites doubled on average. Remington, for example,
jumped from 8% mobile traffic to 20% mobile
traffic. Serving consumers a mobile responsive site reduces the frustration compared to
a Word document, PDF, or a non-responsive
HTML site.
Consumers aren’t the only one benefiting
from the shift to mobile. MindTouch customers are reporting that mobile access to the
most up-to-date content for field service
technicians is improving the quality of the
service and mean time to resolution. And
since these technicians aren’t working from
printed guides, customers are able to gain
intelligence around common field service
issues that was previously inaccessible. For
example, Newmar has used MindTouch to
help them improve sales through their retail
partner channels by equipping the dealers
with up to date information that allows them
to differentiate their products.

parts of our lives, companies are aiming to
keep up with these trends and keep their
customers engaged.
Machine-to-machine is the future of self-service. By creating content with topic-based
URIs (Uniform Resource Identifiers),
machines can work without people to deliver
content. URIs make contextual, in-product
content possible, and some of our most
successful companies are using this capability to lower the consumer’s effort.
Whether the future of self-service is
app-based, text (SMS) based—think of
companies like WhatsApp and Digit—or
text-to-speech based, URI (REST interface)-based content enables our customers
to meet the changing demands of consumers.

According to Forrester, “29% of the global
workforce [are] anytime, anywhere information workers—those who use three or more
devices, work from multiple locations, and
use many apps.” As the workforce grows
more mobile, the need to deliver information
anywhere in real time will become increasingly important.

Preparing for the Future
Our customers are looking towards the future
with their self-service strategies. As mobile
and the Internet-of-Things become seamless
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Building Customer Engagement: Best Practices
Extracted from 26 Trillion Units of Behavioral
Data
Cornerstone Content

Customer Record (CRM)

Our most successful customers use MindTouch as a way to build cornerstone content.
MindTouch automates the creation of cornerstone content by clustering topics based on
metadata, tags, and content classifications,
as well as user habits. Effective use of metadata tags to link and cluster content helps
users discover information faster.

One of the key differentiators for our most
successful companies is integration with
CRM platforms. There are two ways this
occurs. The first is bringing the content into
the dashboards for CRM users. They’re
reducing the time it takes for sales and
support agents to find and share information
with customers from within the CRM.

With cornerstone content, our customers are
improving their presence in Search Engine
Results Pages (SERPs). Code42, for example, consistently takes 80-100% of first page
results for some of their most searched for
branded terms.

The second way this occurs is by bringing
the analytics around what content individual
users are searching for and using into the
CRM. This helps inform the sales or support
representative with insights into the customer
that reduces frustration in support, helps in
upselling, and informs sales about what
matters most to customers.

Semantics of Hierarchy Topics
With MindTouch, content is created with
semantic meaning thanks to hierarchical
topics. The semantics generated by our
systems allows for searches to be tailored
towards user intent, and not just keyword
matches. Since content is organized with
semantic meaning, consumers are encouraged to discover related content. Avalara
has created a new metric around this called
engaged visitor, which they define as a site
user who visits three pages for 180 seconds
or more.
Our customers are focused on reducing their
customer’s effort. By understanding and
predicting user intent through semantics of
hierarchy topics, they’re increasing the
usability and usefulness of the content they
produce.

Dynamically Generated
Navigation
With dynamically generated navigation, the
content is optimally indexed for search
engines. This helps improve deep link
discovery, which means customers are being
directed to the right content directly from
Google. And since there is dynamically
generated navigation in the form of breadcrumbs to assist the consumer in finding
more relevant information, there are no dead
ends. That’s why companies like Avalara are
seeing their customer’s time-on-site triple.
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Building Customer Engagement: Best Practices
Extracted from 26 Trillion Units of Behavioral
Data
Micro-Content for
Micro-Interactions

Layer Across the Customer
Journey

Our customers are focused on lowering
customer effort across the customer journey.
So they’re trading long-form content, like
PDFs, for topic-based micro-content. People
are becoming less patient. According to the
NY Times, a difference of 250 milliseconds in
page load time is enough to make someone
choose to visit one company over another.
Micro-content allows for low-effort, context-rich information to be delivered throughout the customer journey.

Search and mobile are two of the dominant
trends in consumer habits. By optimizing
content for these trends, companies are able
to layer content across the customer journey.
The effect is that, on average, 50% of total
web traffic is generated through net new
users to MindTouch.

Personalized by Interest or
Permissions

By layering the content across the customer
journey, our customers are discovering what
matters to their prospects and customers.
With this information, they’re constantly
working to improve the content to better align
with their customer’s needs.

Our customers produce a lot of information,
and some of it is sensitive. Avalara has
reported that, in six months, their support
staff alone has created over 10,000 articles.
Managing all of this content is both a matter
of security and creating a user-friendly
experience.
By personalizing content around user types
through permissioning, our customers are
helping to deliver the correct information
faster. It also prevents the wrong people—internally or externally—from getting sensitive
information.
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